McClintock will be closed between Jefferson and Watt Way to Vehicles and there will be no pedestrian access into or out of Campus at the McClintock entry. Vehicles can access campus at the Downey Way and Vermont gate or the Watt Way and Exposition entrance. Pedestrians coming from the North side of campus can enter at Watt Way and Jefferson.

This closure is to support construction of a temporary gate at this entrance, and managed by FPM/CCD.

If you have any questions or concerns please contact the Project Manager, Julio Fujihara (415) 596-4063, jf_831@usc.edu or Hunter Gaines (818) 424-7768, hgaines@usc.edu

Contractor: H.C. Olsen Construction, Bill Hammer, Superintendent, (661) 857-9058, bhammer@hcolsen.com